1. Next FCID meeting:
   
   TBD: Sometime in April

2. Modification of faculty job search procedures
   a. Quynh will meet with one Psychology Dept. candidate early in March
   b. Steve Schmidt will include a meeting with a FCID volunteer in all the upcoming Economics Dept. interviews (March or April)

3. FCID sponsored Faculty Social Hour --- April 25th (definite!!)
   a. Arrangements
      • Food --- Gretchen Tyson --- do we need other recipes beyond what we used last year?
      • Music --- William Garcia
      • Publicity --- ???

4. Status of our website project [Valerie and Samuel]
   a. Design ideas

5. What should our next big project be? See the list of some possibilities below.

6. Subjects for future meetings?
   • Should we have a website that is linked to the Union website?
   • Status of a mentoring program for new faculty
   • Creating a program for discussing issues of diversity on campus
   • Creating a way for recognizing the accomplishments of FCID faculty
   • Working to promote greater social diversity
   • Academic diversity
   • Welcoming of international students to Union